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ABSTRACT A Transportation System Risk Assessment (TSRA)
estimates the risk to the health and safety of the general

Substantial effort has been expended concerning the level public from accidents occurring during the transportation of
of safety provided to persons, property, and the nuclear materials and components. A TSRA must be
environment from the hazards associated with transporting accomplished, in conformance with applicable DOE orders,
radioactive material. This work provided an impetus for by DOE contractors to obtain authorization to transport

the Department of Energy to investigate the use of nuclear materials in non-certified containers. The TSRA is
probabilistic risk assessment techniques to supplement the used by the DOE as an evaluation tool, along with other
deterministic approach to transportation safety. The DOE considerations, as a part of the decision-making process to
recendy decided to incorporate the methodologies associated authorize specific shipment campaigns.
with PRAs in the process for authorizing the trans-
portation of nuclear components, special assemblies, and This paper describes the overall risk assessment
radioactive materials affiliated with the DOE Defense process for DOE systems transporting nuclear components,

Program. Accordingly, the LLNL, sponsored by the special assemblies, and radioactive materials associated
DOE/AL, is tasked with developing a safety guide series to with the DOE/DP. Affiliated papers, by Chen 2 and the

provide guidance to preparers performing a transportation University of Utah, 3 discuss the system response
system risk assessment, assessment and the consequence analysis, respectively, in

greater detail.
I. INTRODUCTION

II. DOE SAFETY POLICY

The DOE has decided to incorporate Probabilistic Risk

Assessment (PRA) methodologies with the process for Notice SEN-35-914 entitled "Nuclear Safety Policy"

granting permission to transport nuclear components, describes the DOE's nuclear safety policy and two quanti-
special assemblies, and radioactive materials affiliated with tative safety goals to limit the risks of fatalities associated
the DOE Defense Program (DOE/DP). 1 PRA with its nuclear operations. SEN-35-91 states that the

" methodologies, first developed in the aerospace industry DOE safety goals are aiming points and not substitutes for

and later refined in the commercial nuclear establishment, compliance with DOE directives and nuclear safety-related
attempt to estimate the frequency of accidents (initiating rules, and that adoption of these safety goals should not be
events) and their associated consequences, construed as a requirement to conduct PRAs. The goals

state:

"The risk to an average individual in the vicinity,

* This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. [within one mile of the site boundary], of a DOE
Department of Energy by Lawrence Livermore National nuclear facility for prompt fatalities that might result
Laboratory under contract no. W-7405-Eng-48.
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from accidents should not exceed 0.1% of the sum of A. Certification Process

prompt fatalities resulting from other accidents to
which members of the population are generally DOE Order 5610.16 and DOE/AL 5610.17

exposed. ''4 outline the current procedure for obtaining an Off-site
Transportation Certificate (OTC) to transport DOE nuclear

"The risk to the population in the area, [within 10 materials. For type B quantity, a Safety Analysis Report
miles of the site boundary], of a DOE nuclear facility for the Packaging (SARP) is initially required. The SARP
for cancer fatalities that might result from operations documents the normal conditions and hypothetical accident
should not exceed 0.1% of the sum of ali cancer conditions of transport as specified by 10 CFR 71.71 and

' fatality risks resulting from ali other causes."'* 10 CFR 71.73, respectively, to demonstrate that the Type
B packaging design complies, when containing the

These goals were strongly criticized, through the proposed contents, with DOE Orders and 10 CFR 71. The
• following comment, by the Advisory Committee on OTC is valid for a period of five (5) years but re-

Nuclear Facility Safety and their chairman John Ahearne. certification is permitted. The certified packaging may be
used an unlimited number of times during the 5 year period

"As a standard for the protection of the public, the for a specified class of content. The OTC is not limited by
document [SEN-35-91] adopts the quantitative safety travel routes, the type of transporter, or other similar
goals previously formulated by the Nuclear Regulatory administrative procedures. Safeguard considerations
Commission, but makes no mention of any such mandate the necessity of an SST. If a packaging design

standards for plant workers or for the protection of the cannot meet 10 CFR 71, then no OTC is issued and an
environment. Yet the DOE has an entirely different exemption must be obtained to approve the transport of the
risk profile from the NRC, with worker safety and nuclear material.
environmental protection dominating, and chemical
risk often more important than radiation. Further, B. Authorization Process
there are many fewer DOE facilities, they are typically
more remotely sited, and they are both regulated and DOE Order 5610.12 (Draft) contains a proposal to
operated (through proxies) by the DOE. The NRC modify the existing certification process. In place of an
experience in setting safety goals is surely a exemption to permit the shipment of nuclear material in
reasonable place to begin study of the subject, but it is non-qualified 10 CFR 71 packaging, stricter standards will
inappropriate for DOE to simply copy the result. The be imposed. For shipments that are in the national interest
NRC goals were formulated, after long study, to and cannot meet the 10 CFR 71 hypothetical accident
somehow match the appropriate benefit - the conditions, a TSRA must be performed for the purpose of
production of commercial energy That has little estimating the risk imposed on the general public. The
relevance to the DOE. ''5 TSRA will be reviewed to determine if the risk assessment

was performed adequately and if the calculated risk is judged

SEN-35-91 did not especially apply these safety goals to be acceptable. If these conditions are met, an off-site

to the DOE/DP transportation activities. However, the transportation authorization (OTA) will be granted.
transportation program was not specifically excluded from Transportation authorization indicates that a shipment
them and, depending upon how nuclear facilities and campaign is authorized (not the container) on a limited
activities are defined, it may be implicitly included under basis for a specific packaging (content and container),
the umbrella of the nuclear safety policy, loading configurations, number of shipments, transporter

type, and specified routes ali in a designated time frame. A

• III. TRANSPORTATION PROCEDURES campaign re-authorization may be permitted, but only
through an amended TSRA and a complete re-assessment.

Highway shipments of nuclear material are accom-
" plished in DOE owned and operated armored tractors C. Safety Guide200 Series

pulling "Safe Secure Trailers" (SST) equipped with
safeguard systems. Air shipments are conducted by Ross The Safety Guide 200 Series is a succession of
Aviation, a DOE contractor, using DOE owned or leased documents developed to provide guidance to both the
aircraft and escorts. No other mode of off-site transporta- preparers and reviewers of the TSRA in conformance with
tion is allowed by DOE/DP. DOE Order 5610.12 requirements. Each safety guide

within the series focuses upon a particular aspect of the



TSRA. Listed below are the projected individual Safety 1. Shipment Campaign and Environment
Guide (SG) titles in the 200 Series currently being
authored by LLNL for the DOE/AL. A shipment campaign is defined as the total

projected use of a packaging design for the effective period
SG 200- Overview of DOE/DP TSRA of an authorization. The maximum period is five (5)
SG 210 - Shipment Campaign Definition and Ship- years. This includes a total description of the content, the

ment Environment protective enclosure surrounding the content, the
SG 220- AccidentSequences and Associated Freq- transporter, specific transportation routes, the maximum

uencies number of packages transported, and the number of package
• SG230 - Transportation Accident Environment movements. Shipment quantity affects the probability of a

SG 240 - Transporter Response Assessment transportation accident occurring while the number of
SG 250 - Enclosure Response Assessment packages per shipment influences the source term and the

• SG 260 - Content Response Assessment accident consequence. The shipment environment consists
SG270 - Radioactive and Hazardous Material Release of ali the influential route parameters such as road

and RadiationDose Consequences characteristics, population density, meteorology, terrain,
SG280 - Authorization Bases and traffic density.

Other titles in the Safety Guide 200 Series may be 2. Accident Progression Analysis
prepared on other related subjects as determined by
DOE/AL. This analysis is separated into two categories:

accident sequence and frequencies, and accident
IV. RISK ASSESSMENT DISCUSSION environment. The accident sequence determines the

probability of a particular set of sequential events occurring
The purpose of the TSRA is to estimate, using proba- I'_produce a radioactive release. Its product is a set of

bilistic risk analysis techniques, risks to the health and accident environments. The accident environment consists
safety of the general public from DOE nuclear materials of conditions generated during a transportation accident.
and components involved in an accident during transpor- These accident conditions include: mechanical loadings,
tation. Since a TSRA is developed by the application of thermal loadings, immersion effects, and any combination
PRA techniques, it is also subject to their same limita- of these conditions applied sequentially or simultaneously.
tions and restrictions. The results of a TSRA should not
be the sole determinant for authorizing a shipment cam- 3. System Response
paign (this is equivalent to using only the final numbers of
a nuclear power plant PRA as the sole basis for issuing an How a system responds depends on the events
operating license). Instead, the real value of a TSRA is in occurring in the accident scenario. This analysis
the identification of the vulnerabilities or the specific determines the responses, during an accident, of the three
situations that have high risks associated with them. An (3) primary components of the transportation system: the
example of this, for a TSRA, would be a particular loca- transporter, the package, and the package content. This
tion on a certain route during selected times of the year analysis uses the accident sequences, accident environ-
when transporting a specific content in a designated ments, and the accident conditions generated in the previ-
packaging, ous steps. Both the transporter and the package analyses

deteimine the types and magnitudes of the remaining forces
A. Risk Assessment Methodology that will act on the package contents. The content

• response analysis evaluates the effects of these residual
The TSRA framework is illustrated in Figure 1 and loads leading to an uncontrolled criticality or radioactive

consists of five (5) main elements: shipment campaign release event. The results of this analysis provides the
• definition and environment, accident progression analysis, information needed to development the accident source

system response, consequence analysis, and authorization term.
bases. Also depicted in Figure 1 is the break down of the
Safety Guide 200 series. 4. Consequence Analysis

If a particular accident involves a potential for a
radioactive release, it is necessary to assess the risk





associated with the system. The consequence of a radio- The "figures of merit" upon which the OTA is based
active release is analyzed through the calculation of the are: the maximum total population radiation exposure and
source term magnitude, the method of release, the envi- its related frequency, the total frequency of radioactive
ronmental transport mechanisms, and their deposition material release from a transportation accident during the
concentrations, course of the shipment campaign, the total risk to the

lt is recognized that the probability of a general public for the entire shipment campaign, and arisk
radiological (hazardous material) release along a specified curve of the shipment campaign.
route is not constant. 89 Factors such as the driver,

highway class, accident type, meteorological conditions, The maximum total population exposure is calculated
' traffic volume, and vehicle type influence the probability, at two points: the location where the maximum population

Additionally, the consequence ofaradioactive release varies is exposed to the most potential risk and where the
over a particular route. The population density, the maximum frequency of occurrence is located. The total
number of sensitive facilities, and the cargo ali impact this release probability summation of ali release probabilities
consequence value, summed over ali accident sequences. The total risk is the

risksummed over ali accident sequences. That is, the total

The University of Utah is developing a computer code risk of the shipment campaign. The risk curve will
called Highway Transportation Risk Assessment. comparethe consequence versus the frequency(probability)
(HITRA) integrates many variables as a function of the illustrated by an exceedence probability plot.
transport route to yield the risk at any point on the route in
terms of mrem/yr or Latent Cancer Fatalities. 3 These V. SUMMARY
variables include the accident density function, the source
release function, meteorological factors, the population The purpose of a Transportation System Risk As-
density function, and the dose consequence. Two imme- sessment (TSRA) is to estimate, using probabilistic risk
diate advantages of estimating transportation risk and analysis techniques, risks to the health and safety of the
accident consequence in this technique are realized. First, general public from DOE nuclear materials and compon-
the route-specific analysis capability is augmented. Each ents involved in an accident during transportation. A
route can be analyzed for specific profiles (e.g., high-risk, Safety Analysis Report for Packaging is part of the appli-
high-consequence regions). Additionally, the decision cation procedure for obtaining an off-site Transportation
making process for route selection and/or modification is certificate to ship nuclear materials for DOE. The term
fortified. Second, the treatment of risk and consequence as certification means that a package is certified for shipment
variables in the dynamic arena of highway transportation is for DOE and meets ali applicable requirements. A SARP
more realistic, must demonstrate that the packing meets ali applicable

requirements of 10CFR 71 and 49 CFR 171-178. If a
B. Authorization Bases packaging cannot meet these requirements, it is proposed

that, instead of obtaining an exemption to transport, a

DOE Order 5480.2110 defines the authorization bases TSRA is conducted estimate the risk of a specific nuclear

as those aspects of the design basis and operational re- materials shipment campaign. The TSRA will be used as
a part of the bases by the decision makers for granting anquirements relied upon by the DOE to authorize an opera-

tion. For the purposes of the Safety Guide 200 Series, the off-site transportation authorization. The term
authorization bases is the set of "figures of merit" which authorization means that a package allowed to be
defines the risk envelope for which the OTA is based upon. transported for DOE cannot meet the appropriate re-

quirements of 10 CFR 71 and additional review and a

• "Figures of merit" are broad, order of magnitude higher level of signature authority is required.
quantitative measures of the risk. "Figures of merit" are
not intended to be a risk acceptance criteria, but rather

• function as a set of parameters providing risk information
to the DOE Transportation Authorizing body to aid in
determining the acceptability of a proposed shipment
campaign. They are not intended to be used as the sole
basis for authorizing a shipment campaign, as many other
aspects of the shipment campaign must be considered in
the authorization process.
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